20 Years of Excellence
For nearly two decades, the Arab Palestinian Investment Company (APIC) has seen remarkable growth, successfully building its
position in Palestine and beyond. APIC continues to exercise effective administrative and financial systems, as well as support
ongoing investment in its human resources.
APIC’s work mechanisms, based on accumulated experience and understanding of markets and economic realities, have
consistently generated significant financial revenue and delivered substantial value for APIC, its subsidiaries, shareholders and
the communities in which it operates.
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Arab Palestinian Investment Company- APIC

Contact Information

Palestine
Ramallah, Al-Masyoun, PADICO House Building, Sixth Floor
P.O. Box 2396, Ramallah, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 297 7040
Fax: +970 2 297 7044

apic@apic.com.jo

www.apic.ps

Jordan
Mecca Street, Building 145, Office 301
P.O. Box 941489 Amman, 11194 Jordan
Tel.: +962 6 556 2910
Fax: +962 6 556 2915

Subsidiaries
National Aluminum and Profiles Company
www.napco.ps

Medical Supplies and Services Company
www.msspal.com

P.O. Box 178, Nablus, Palestine
Tel: +970 9 234 7222
Fax: +970 9 234 7616
E-mail: napco@napco.ps

P.O. Box 1909, Ramallah, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 295 9372
Fax: +970 2 295 9375
E-mail: info@msspal.com

Siniora Food Industries Company
www.siniorafood.com

Unipal General Trading Company
www.unipalgt.com

Jordan

P.O. Box 2190, Ramallah, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 298 1060
Fax: +970 2 298 1065
E-mail: info@unipalgt.com

King Abdullah II Industrial Estate, Sahab
P.O. Box 191, Amman 11512 Jordan
Tel: +962 6 402 3772
Fax: +962 6 402 3773
E-mail: info@siniorafood.com

Palestine
P.O. Box 132, Bethany, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 279 6804
Fax: +970 2 279 9088
E-mail: info@siniorafood.com

Jordan

Saudi Arabia
Alsulai, Shabaniah Street, Riyadh
P.O. Box 2256, Riyadh 11451
Tel: +966 11 244 8424
Fax: +966 11 244 2181
E-mail: info@siniorafood.com

Palestine

Arab Palestinian Shopping Centers Company
www.bravosupermarket.ps
P.O. Box 4185, Al Bireh, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 242 8581
Fax: +970 2 242 8582
E-mail: info@plaza.com

Unipal Distribution Center
Khalet Alskhol, Old City Street, Beitunia, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 290 2288
Fax: +970 2 290 2287

Unipal Central and West Africa
Rue du General Leman, Douala, Cameroon
P.O. Box 2765, Akwa
Tel: +2376 3342 7533
Fax: +2376 3342 7534

Sky Advertising, Public Relations and Event
Management
www.sky.ps
P.O. Box 4159, Al-Bireh, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 298 6878
Fax: +970 2 298 6879
E-mail: info@sky-adv.com

Palestine Automobile Company
www.hyundai.ps

Saudi Arabia
Cameroon

Gabon

P.O. Box 1919, Ramallah, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 295 3943
Fax: +970 2 298 0662
E-mail: pac@pac-pal.com
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2014 at a Glance

Financial Highlights

Main Achievements

Revenues

Expenses

(USD million)

(USD million)

536.2
444.6

20.6%

46.6

2013

2014

2013

2013

15.2

28.0

2014

2013

Net Profit After Tax
(USD million)

11.0

2013
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3.3%

11.3

2014

2014

(USD million)

(USD million)

7.1%

55.5

EBITDA

Operating Profit

14.2

19.2%

- 1.2%

27.7

2014

Net Profits Attributed to APIC Shareholders
(USD million)

7.9

2013

8.2
3.3%

• APIC listed its shares on the Palestine Exchange (PEX) on March 2, 2014 (PEX: APIC).
• APIC increased its paid-up capital from USD50,009,398 million to USD60 million following the General
Assembly’s resolution on April 29, 2014, and distributed bonus shares at par to shareholders (representing
19.98% of paid-up capital).
• APIC’s share activity in 2014 was ranked among the top five on PEX since its listing on March 2, 2014. Trading
statistics positioned APIC as fifth in terms of trading volume and value, constituting 5.94% and 3.54%,
respectively, of PEX total trading. APIC’s market capitalization constituted 2% of total PEX market cap and
ranked sixth. APIC’s turnover ratio in 2014 was 17.98% while overall turnover ratio of listed companies on PEX
was 11.08%.
• APIC shares have been selected for the 2015 composite of companies comprising Al-Quds Index of PEX.
This comes in response to APIC’s share performance since its listing. Criteria for APIC’s qualification included
market capitalization, trading volume and value, turnover ratio and profitability, among others.
• New Brands and Services
 The Arab Leasing Company, which specializes in car leasing, was established as a new private shareholding
subsidiary of Palestine Automobile Company.
 Unipal General Trading Company acquired the distribution rights of two major multinational/regional
brands, Kellogg’s and Teeba/Almarai, adding more strategic value to Unipal’s expansion and growth plans.
 Palestine Automobile Company launched a new showroom and maintenance center for its new line-up of
Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram vehicles in Al-Bireh, Palestine.
 The National Aluminum and Profiles Company (NAPCO) installed and operated a new wood-effect line in
accordance with state-of-the-art technologies in this industry.
 Sky Advertising, PR and Event Management established a new digital department that offers a wide range
of services in the digital industry including portal development, social media management and inbound
marketing. Sky also launched new LED screens for outdoor advertising in major locations and cities across
Palestine.
• ISO International Certificates
Siniora Food Industries in both Palestine and Jordan was awarded international certifications for Occupational
Health and Safety Management Systems OHSAS 18001:2007 and Environmental Management Systems
ISO14001:2004.

2014
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Chairman’s Statement

Dear Shareholders,
APIC’s 2014 operations prevailed despite economic and political challenges, at
both local and regional levels. In Africa, APIC faced – and continues to face –
logistical and administrative challenges. In Palestine, there were major difficulties
associated with the Israeli onslaught on Gaza, the implications of sluggish
economic activity and the delay of government payments to the private sector,
including several subsidiaries of APIC. Moreover, the weakening of the NIS (the
main currency of APIC’s operations in Palestine) vis-à-vis the US dollar was a
further setback to APIC.
Despite these issues, APIC maintained its steady performance in 2014, and was
able to achieve a net profit of USD8.2 million for its shareholders, a slight increase
over 2013. Total revenue grew by 20.6% over the previous year, amounting to USD536.2 million. Total assets
grew by 5.8% over 2013, amounting to USD250.91 million. While net equity – attributed to APIC shareholders –
amounted to USD77.7 million as at December 31, 2014, an increase of 11% as compared to 2013. In 2014, APIC
increased its paid-up capital by 20%, from USD50 million to USD60 million, through the distribution of free
shares to APIC shareholders.
In early March, APIC shares were listed and began trading on the Palestine Exchange (PEX). By year’s end, APIC
shares were ranked amongst the top five blue chips and were ranked fifth in terms of traded volumes and values,
while the company’s market capitalization came sixth. This resulted in the inclusion of APIC shares in the AlQuds Index of PEX, despite the fact that they continued to trade below their book and fair values given APIC’s
solid financial performance. The listing on PEX has yet to deliver its intended results as we feel that our shares
are grossly undervalued on this exchange due to its limited liquidity.
The year witnessed several significant achievements by APIC subsidiaries. Palestine Automobile Company (PAC)
inaugurated its state-of-the-art Chrysler Group showroom and service center, for Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep and
Ram brands, in Al-Bireh. PAC also established a new private shareholding subsidiary, the Arab Leasing Company,
in order to target a larger segment of the automotive market. In its ongoing efforts to grow its portfolio of
international brands, Unipal General Trading Company acquired the distribution rights for Kellogg’s and Teeba/
Almarai in Palestine.
In both Palestine and Jordan, Siniora Food Industries maintained its position as one of the region’s top food
manufacturers by applying best practice in quality assurance as well as in safety, health and environmental
systems. This led to record levels of revenue and profits, boosting Siniora’s market capitalization on the Amman
Stock Exchange to USD83.6 million by the end of 2014. The strategy set forth by the Arab Palestinian Shopping
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Centers (Plaza) towards expansion and profitability was realized with the purchase of land in Nablus for the
establishment of the sixth Bravo store. Set to be the largest in Palestine, Bravo 6 will be inaugurated towards the
end of 2015.
In line with offering the market the latest profile systems and their products, National Aluminum and Profiles
Company (NAPCO) installed a new wood-effect line, which became fully operational at the end of December
2014, and will help the company expand both locally and abroad. Sky Advertising, Public Relations and Event
Management Company continued to lead the local advertising sector, establishing an even wider network of
electronic billboards throughout Palestinian governorates. These milestones ensure APIC’s commitment to
continued participation in building and enabling the Palestinian economy.
Unipal Central and West Africa (Unipal CWA) continued to face logistical, administrative as well as other market
difficulties, which impeded the development of its operations. These difficulties led to severe losses there in
2014 of approximately USD4 million and placed a drain on our financial resources. For 2015, we have formulated
and set in motion a firm plan of action to drastically address this setback.
As every year, APIC continued its support of the education sector, entrepreneurship and youth empowerment
as part of its corporate social responsibility ethos. Also, and in an effort to ease the hardship of residents in
the Gaza Strip in this particularly difficult year, APIC provided humanitarian support and aided in the ongoing
reconstruction efforts.
While we always aspire for more and strive to achieve higher performance levels, praise must be directed at the
overall achievements of APIC, and I am grateful to our 1460 employees who have worked tirelessly towards the
company’s goals. I thank them and call upon them to continue on their resolute path to achieving the targets
set for 2015.
Finally, and on behalf of my colleagues on the board of directors and myself, I convey my gratitude to you, our
shareholders, for your trust and continued support of this company.
Kindest regards,
Tarek Omar Aggad
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Mr. Tarek Omar Aggad

Mr. Khaled Osaily

Dr. Durgham Maree

Mr. Imad Qamhiyeh

Mr. Munir Khoury

Chairman

Vice Chairman

Member - Representing the
Palestine Investment Fund

Member - Representing the
Palestine Investment Fund

Member - Representing
the Al-Saeed Company

Mr. Bassam Aburdene

Mr. Fuad Kattan

Mr. Tareq Abbas

Dr. Mazen Hassounah

Mr. Nashat Masri

Member - Representing
the Al-Huda Holding
Company

Member

Member

Member

Member

2010
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2011 2012

USD444.6 million

APIC Board of Directors (As at December 31, 2014)

USD369 million

USD327 million

During the extraordinary general assembly meeting on April 29, 2014, the number of board members was increased in
APIC’s bylaws from nine to ten members. A new board was elected by acclamation during the ordinary general assembly
meeting on the same day. In June 2014, H.E. Dr. Mohammad Mustafa resigned from the board following his appointment
as minister of national economy; Imad Qamhiyeh filled the seat vacated by Dr. Mustafa.

USD390 million

Board of Directors

USD536.2 million

Total Revenues (USD Million)

2013 2014

About APIC

Establishment
The Arab Palestinian Investment Company (APIC) was founded by a number of Arab businessmen for the
purpose of channeling funds and investments to Palestine, paving the country’s way to greater development and
participation in the regional and global economy. The company was established and registered on September
20, 1994, in the British Virgin Islands (BVI registration number 128626). On May 8, 1996, APIC was registered with
the Ministry of National Economy in Palestine as a foreign private shareholding company (registration number
563600634). APIC transformed into a foreign public shareholding company on December 23, 2013 (registration
number 562801563). On March 2, 2014, APIC listed its shares on the Palestine Exchange (PEX: APIC).

Milestones
Business Inauguration

1994-1999
1994

• Established and
registered in BVI as a
private investment
holding company with
capital of USD70 million

Milestones

2000-2013

Growth

TODAY

2000 • Established Arab
Palestinian Shopping
Centers Co., Palestine
• Acquired Sky Advertising,
Public Relations and Event
Management Co., Palestine

• Listed on Palestine
Exchange (PEX: APIC)

1995

• Acquired National
Aluminum & Profiles Co.,
Palestine

2010 • Established Unipal Central
and West Africa Co.

1996

• Acquired Siniora Food
Industries Co., Palestine
and Jordan
• Registered in Palestine
as a foreign private
shareholding company

2013 • Transformed into a public
shareholding company

• 8 subsidiaries

1998

• Acquired Unipal General
Trading Co., Palestine
• Acquired Palestine
Automobile Co., Palestine.
• Acquired Medical
Supplies and Services Co.,
Palestine

Vision and Mission

2020

APIC Vision
To provide superior products and services of quality and value, leaving a positive and lasting impact on
the market. As a result, consumers will reward our capital investments with market command, allowing our
employees, our investors and the communities in which we work to prosper.

• Paid-up capital USD60
million
• Revenues amounted
to USD536.2 million in
2014

• Revenues amounted to
USD444.6 million

The company’s authorized capital is USD70 million divided into 70 million shares (USD1.00 per share), while its
paid-up capital is USD60 million as of December 31, 2014.

• 1460 employees in
Palestine, Jordan, KSA,
Cameroon and Gabon

An annual growth of 11% in
revenues between 2015 and 2020
will achieve USD1 billion

APIC Mission
To achieve business and financial success by investing in market-leading companies, thereby elevating the
community through resource, talent and economic development through:

Billion

• The provision of superior quality products and services.
• The employment of capable and experienced personnel, ensuring that they are equipped with opportunities
for growth and improvement.
• The continuous application of efficient work systems to all aspects of the business cycle.
• The maintenance of a solid financial base that drives further growth.
• Partnering with key stakeholders in the region to effect real change in the Palestinian community.

Objectives and Activities
As an investment holding company, APIC investments are diverse, spanning across the manufacturing, trade
distribution and service sectors with a presence in Palestine, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Cameroon and Gabon through
its nine subsidiaries, which include National Aluminum and Profiles Company; Siniora Food Industries Company;
Arab Palestinian Shopping Centers; Palestine Automobile Company; Medical Supplies and Services Company;
Unipal General Trading Company; Central & West Africa Company for Commercial Agencies; Sky Advertising,
Public Relations and Event Management Company; and the Arab Palestinian Storage and Cooling Company.
Subsidiaries of APIC offer a wide array of products and services through distribution rights agreements with
multinational companies that include Philip Morris, Procter & Gamble, Kellogg’s, Hyundai, Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep,
XL Energy, Abbott, B. Braun, Eli Lilly, GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi Aventis and Nivea, among many others.
APIC is also one of the main founders of the Palestine Electricity Holding Company, the Palestine Power
Generating Company and has a strategic stake in Bank of Palestine.
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Strategy and Corporate Culture
The One Billion-Dollar Strategy
With an unwavering vision for growth, APIC aims to achieve USD1 billion in gross revenues by the year 2020.
Although ambitious, requiring an annual growth rate of 11% between 2015 and 2020, the USD1 billion target
is a challenging organizational goal, one that APIC believes can be met. Not just a rhetorical objective, the one
billion-dollar benchmark is a sustained strategy that will strengthen the company’s fundamentals. As a parent
company to a growing family of businesses, APIC intends to achieve this target by promoting synergy among
its subsidiaries while establishing the essential conditions for the success of each company and the group as a
whole.

Corporate Culture
Building an internal culture that motivates and rewards performance and integrity in a complex business
environment demands high governance standards. APIC’s commitment to a culture of integrity begins with an
independent and experienced board of directors and a carefully selected management team with a mandate
to continuously bring out the best in its employees. With team spirit, the company has developed value-driven
policies and procedures to guide everyday interactions and uphold its vision. APIC’s internal culture can be best
described through the following four principles:
Values
APIC’s cultural values rest on the belief that all employees are equally important, differing only in their level
of responsibilities, efficiency and commitment. The company values and rewards those with leadership, selfmotivation and innovation.

Mr. Tarek Omar Aggad

Mr. Ali Aggad

Chief Executive Officer

VP - Group Chief Operating Officer

Mr. Tareq Abbas

Mr. Nader Hawari

Structure
The foundation of APIC is built on its people, and to empower them is a strategic investment in the company.
APIC believes that the motivation for promotion comes from within the individual and should be fostered
by the company’s practices and values. The company’s decision-making structure is one that embraces
consulting and sharing, enabling each individual to be fully engaged and acknowledged.

VP - Corporate Affairs

VP - Business Development

Mr. Ahmad Judeh

Mr. Khaled Baradei

Chief Investment and Finance Officer

Group Finance Manager

Incentives
While stable employee performances are valued, within APIC, forward thinkers are given additional incentives
and are promoted based on their leadership characteristics and outstanding performances.

Mrs. Lina Al-Hadweh

Mrs. Fida Musleh/Azar

Internal Control and Systems Development Director,
Organizational Excellence Director

Investor Relations and Corporate Communication
Manager

People
APIC’s cumulative efficiency and knowledge lies within in its people. The company creates a vision by setting
tangible goals, which are fulfilled through harmony and team unity in a suitable working environment.
APIC’s corporate values are based upon team spirit and cooperation between different departments and
subsidiaries, capitalizing and benefiting from the experiences of all team members. Those values are divided
into five categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Management (As at December 31, 2014)

The Power of People: Leadership and teamwork
The Power of Innovation: Creativity, thinking and problem solving
Customer Service: Facilitate and accelerate services
Driving Growth
Safety and Quality

Corporate Governance
APIC and its subsidiaries operate within systems of governance that regulate management and operations at
all levels. Members of the board are elected by the company’s general assembly every four years. The board
exercises its mandate based on the company’s constitutional articles, which encompass the organizational
structure and stipulate the powers delegated to the management, including those of the CEO.
For the purpose of creating sustainable governance policies, APIC has a specialized Internal Control Department
with complete operational systems. Written policies and procedures are created for all administrative, financial
and operational departments across APIC subsidiaries. The policies and procedures of each subsidiary are
submitted to the board for approval and application. Also, at each board meeting, the APIC internal control
manager presents routine updates of the internal audit findings for all subsidiaries.
Independent internal auditing for APIC and its subsidiaries is undertaken by Ernst & Young.
Since its listing, APIC has been committed to the Palestine Exchange’s listing, trading and disclosure regulations.
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Legal Advisor

Global Partners

A. F. & R Shehadeh - Law Firm
www.shehadehlaw.com

Ramallah
26 Main Street
P. O. Box 74, Ramallah, Palestine
Tel: +970 2 296 1111
Fax: +970 2 295 3471

Jerusalem
P. O. Box 20007
East Jerusalem 9199
Palestine

External Auditor
Deloitte & Touche Middle East- Jordan
www.deloitte.com
190 Zahran Street, Jabal Amman
P. O. Box 248, Amman 11118 Jordan
Tel: +962 6 550 2200
Fax: +962 6 550 2210
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Shareholders

Share Performance
APIC listed and traded its shares on the Palestine Exchange (PEX) on March 2, 2014. Below is stock performance
from March 2 to December 31, 2014:

Shareholder Structure

Trading volume

10,788,163 shares

By the end of 2014, APIC had 369 shareholders comprising both individuals and institutions of various
nationalities. Shareholders holding more than 5% of the capital represented 55.50%, while remaining
shareholders represented 44.50%.

Trading value

USD12,532,870

Number of transactions

2,164

Number of trading days

182

High

USD1.40

The following table depicts shareholders who directly and indirectly own more than 5% of the company’s capital:
Shareholder

Ownership % as at December 31, 2014

Low

USD1.04

Tarek Omar Aggad and related parties

27.76%

Share close on December 31, 2014

USD1.07

Palestine Investment Fund

20.20%

Free Float % as at December 31, 2014

39.13%

Market capitalization as at December 31, 2014

USD64,200,000

Al-Huda Holding Company Ltd.

7.54%

Distribution of individual and institutional
shareholders at the end of 2014
Institutional 55%
Individual 45%

Distribution of shareholders by nationality at
the end of 2014
Palestinian 34%
Jordanian 1%
Saudi 35%
Other nationalities 30%
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Stock price was adjusted by the stock dividend payout ratio of 19.98% following the General Assembly decision on April 29, 2014.
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Main Ratios (As at December 31, 2014)

Board Remuneration

Turnover ratio

17.98%

The board remuneration policy stipulates that board members receive the amount of USD2,500 for each board
meeting they attend. No fee is paid to absent board members in any of the meetings.

Earning per Share (EPS)

0.14

Total board remuneration in 2014 amounted to USD77,500.

P/E Ratio

7.64

P/B Ratio

0.83

Executive Management Remuneration
Executive management’s total benefits in 2014 amounted to USD1,437,069 as per the following:
• Salaries: USD919,449
• Bonuses: USD517,620

Communication with Shareholders
APIC maintains constant communication channels with its shareholders by distributing regular news and
updates, periodical investor briefs, financial disclosures and annual reports. APIC communicates directly with its
shareholders through its website, by emails and social media channels.
Furthermore, APIC launched a specialized Investor Relations section on its website (www.apic.ps) that provides
shareholders and investors with all necessary information including:
• APIC Share: Share data and share performance (current and historical)
• Financial Data: Periodical financial statements and annual reports
• Investor Brief: Periodical publications that contain highlights on APIC’s share and financial performance as
well as other major business developments
• General Assembly: GA information, invitations, meeting minutes, as well as dividend distribution when
approved
• IR Contact Information

Dividend Policy
There is no particular policy for dividend distribution at APIC. Dividend distribution is related to APIC’s
profitability. The following table shows dividend distribution for the years 2008 - 2013:

20

Fiscal
Year

General Assembly
Resolution Date

Dividend Type (Cash/
Bonus Shares)

2013

29/04/2014

Free stocks

2012

No dividends were distributed

2011

No dividends were distributed

2010

02/06/2011

Free stocks

2009

10/06/2010

Cash and free stocks

1,713,117

2008

28/05/2009

Cash

2,144,373

Annual Report 2014

Cash
(USD)

# of Free Stocks
9,990,602 stocks (19.98% of
paid-up capital)

4,546,309 (9.1% of paid-up
capital)
2,575,269
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APIC Investments

Other Investments (As at December 31, 2014)
Company Name

Security Type

Number of
Shares

Ownership %

Competitive Position

Palestine Electricity Holding Company*

Shares

1,827,275

9.09%

It is hard to determine the overall competitive position of APIC given the diversity of its investments and
operations in the various sectors and multiple markets in which it operates. However, the quality of its products
and services both locally and regionally through its subsidiaries have led to APIC’s strong competitive position
and leading market share.

Bank of Palestine Ltd.

Shares

2,528,300

1.58%

Palestine Power Generating Company

Shares

400,000

4%

Subsidiaries

Unipal owns the same number of shares in Palestine Electricity Holding Company

Future Objectives
Ownership % Country of Country of
(As at December
Registration Operations
31, 2014)

Main Activities and
Operations

National Aluminum and
Profiles Company PLC

70.61%

Palestine

Palestine

Manufacturing of
aluminum and profiles

Siniora Food Industries
Company PLC

61.18%

Jordan

Jordan, Palestine,
Saudi Arabia

Manufacturing of cold
cuts and canned meat

Arab Palestinian Shopping
Centers Company PLC

85.99%

Palestine

Palestine

Retail

Palestine Automobile Company
PSC

100%

Palestine

Palestine

Distribution of cars

Medical Supplies and Services
Company PSC

50.00%

Palestine

Palestine

Distribution of medical
supplies and services

Unipal General Trading
Company PSC

83.69%

Palestine

Palestine

Distribution of
consumer products

Unipal Central and West Africa
LLC

50.00%

Jordan

Cameroon,
Gabon

Distribution of
consumer products

Sky Advertising, Public
Relations and Event
Management PSC

100%

Palestine

Palestine

Advertising, public
relations and event
management

Arab Palestinian Storage and
Cooling Company PSC

64.58%*

Palestine

Palestine

Storage and cooling

Company

*

Manufacturing Sector

APIC aims to sustain the performance, success and competitive position it has acquired over two decades of
operation. In addition, APIC seeks to reinforce its expansion and development policy by targeting new markets
and sectors, as well as upgrading the products and services of its subsidiaries. APIC consistently pursues steady
annual growth in line with its billion-dollar vision, while maintaining focus on its core values and principles.

Trade and Distribution Sector

Services Sector

* This percentage represents APIC’s direct ownership of 31.1% in addition to its indirect ownership of 33.48%
through its subsidiary, Unipal
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Achievements in 2014
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Manufacturing Sector

National Aluminum and Profiles Company (NAPCO)
Founded in 1991, and acquired by APIC in 1995, NAPCO is the
first and only aluminum profiles manufacturer in Palestine.
Located in the West Bank city of Nablus and originally launched
to serve the basic needs of Palestinian residents, NAPCO’s
state-of-the-art 28,000-square-meter plant has an annual
production capacity of over 6,000 tons of high quality products
that comply with international standards and specifications.

NAPCO’s innovative and enduring product solutions are now
exported to neighboring countries, and the company’s profile
systems serve numerous architectural and industrial branches.
The company is accredited by both the Palestine Standards
Institution and Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited.
NAPCO is a public shareholding company and was listed on the
Palestine Exchange in November 2011 (PEX: NAPCO).

NAPCO’s 2014 results topped the achievements
of the previous year by maintaining high
margins, leading to sustainable profits. NAPCO
continued its remarkable progress, achieving a
net income of USD1.1 million with a growth rate
of 5% over 2013. Net revenue also increased by
11% compared to the previous year.
The company achieved these exceptional results
by capturing a profitable sales mix: colored
profiles comprised 35% of total sales and
attained a growth rate of 44% over last year; and
accessories sales grew an impressive 67% over
the previous year, providing a significant boost
to the aggregate gross profit of the company.
Production volume in 2014 amounted to 4,805
tons in extrusions, a 10% increase over 2013.
Powder-coated profile products marked a 28%

increase over the previous year and amounted
to 2,725 tons, of which 1,900 tons were colored
profiles.
NAPCO’s new wood-effect line became fully
operational at the end of December 2014. The
wide color variety of its varied profile systems
as well as its ongoing technical and after-sales
support for clients have positioned the company
as a total solutions provider in the market.
Improvements in the timely processing of orders
and services and in the monitoring of expenses
also contributed to these encouraging end-ofyear results.
A variety of new projects are lined up for 2015
and are expected to contribute significantly
to the supply of high-quality raw material at a
reduced cost.
Anan Anabtawi
General Manager
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Manufacturing Sector

Siniora Food Industries Company (Siniora)
Siniora Food Industries Company is a market leader in the
manufacture and sale of branded Siniora Al-Quds and
Unium processed meat. The company was founded in
Palestine in 1920, established its factory in Jordan in 1992
and was acquired by APIC in Palestine and Jordan in 1996.
The company produces cold cuts and canned luncheon meat
from two state-of-the-art processing plants built with the
latest technology, one located in East Jerusalem, Palestine,
and the second located in King Abdullah II Industrial Estate
in Amman, Jordan. Siniora Food Industries has been awarded
ISO 9001 and ISO 22000 certifications for quality and food
control safety, in addition to the Palestinian Standard
Certificate, and Siniora factories in Jordan and Palestine have
been awarded international certifications for Occupational

Health and Safety Management Systems OHSAS 18001:2007
and Environmental Management Systems ISO14001:2004.
Moreover, Siniora’s Jordan plant won the 2013 Excellence
Award from the Social Security Corporation in Jordan for its
commitment to occupational health and safety standards. The
company markets its products through mass merchandisers,
grocery stores, high-frequency stores and department stores
in Jordan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia and in 12 countries in the
Middle East, as well as in West African markets. Siniora also has
a distribution center in Saudi Arabia and a dedicated export
department covering the Gulf and the Levant. In 2010, Siniora
became a public shareholding company and was listed and
began trading on the Amman Stock Exchange in January 2012
(ASE:SNRA).

Despite harsh economic conditions leading to
a decline in consumption in both Palestine and
the region at large, 2014 was a year of significant
achievements on all levels. The company attained
the objectives it set in 2013 by increasing its
market share and expanding its customer base
in the region.
The company recorded a growth of 13%
for 2014, through record sales of JD43.205
million, compared to JD38.205 million in the
previous year. Furthermore, Siniora realized
unprecedented overall net profits amounting
to JD5.429 million, a 62% growth over 2013’s
JD3.356 million. Shareholder equity increased
by 25% in 2014, amounting to JD25.635 million
compared to JD20.494 million in 2013.
The company was a market leader in Palestine
and Jordan this year. Sales in Palestine grew
by 17% and in Jordan by 9% over the previous

year, increasing the company`s share in both
markets.
On the regional level, and despite instability in
several Arab countries where sales were halted,
the company achieved a growth of 14% over
2013 due to increased sales in the Gulf countries
and the introduction of new products to the
Lebanese market. In Saudi Arabia, the company
achieved a sales growth of 23% over 2013, with
more than JD4.167 million of its Siniora brand
luncheon meat products sold.
Siniora will seek to maintain its position in
2015 as one of the leading and fastest growing
manufacturing companies in the regional food
industry. The company’s strategy is to expand
its regional presence in the Gulf market as well
as to develop and strengthen the export base in
existing and target markets while launching new
products to meet consumer demand.
Majdi Sharif
CEO
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Trade and Distribution Sector

Arab Palestinian Shopping Centers Company (Plaza)
Established by APIC in 2000, the Arab Palestinian Shopping
Centers Company offers the first and largest modern
shopping and entertainment destinations in Palestine (Bravo
Supermarkets). Since the launch of its first project in 2003, at
a cost of USD10.2 million, Plaza has become the nationwide
leader in the retail industry, with five Bravo supermarkets in
three major West Bank cities, three of which are in Ramallah

and Al-Bireh, one in Nablus and one in Hebron. The main
Plaza Shopping Center in Al-Bireh encompasses various
restaurants, a children’s indoor play area (Jungle Land) as well
as retail shops. Plaza is a member of the Middle East Council of
Shopping Centers and the International Council of Shopping
Centers. Plaza is a public shareholding company and was
listed on Palestine Exchange in September 2000 (PEX: PLAZA).

The year 2014 was full of challenges, foremost
of which were the decline in the NIS versus the
US dollar and the brutal Israeli war on Gaza.
However, there was a slight increase in sales of
7% in 2014, amounting to USD30.1 million versus
USD28.1 million in 2013. While the number of
items sold increased in 2014, the company’s
main challenge was the decline of gross profits
from 19.1% to 17.5% due to consumer behavior
geared towards buying less expensive products.
The company also took additional provisions of
USD200,000 to buffer against doubtful accounts,
in addition to settling outstanding accounts with
suppliers, leading to the loss of USD660,000 by
the end of 2014.
The road to Plaza’s profitability is clear: the
company needs to maximize sales and open
new branches. In line with this approach, the
company has invested in the purchase of land
in the Nablus governorate for the establishment
of another Bravo store. Bravo 6 will be the

largest in Palestine, with a budget set at USD6.7
million. The design phase of the Bravo 6 project
is currently underway in collaboration with an
international design company.
This expansion is particularly vital and aligns
with the company’s strategy to invest in human
resources. The implementation of this plan will
enable the company to develop a strong base of
qualified staff capable of working with the latest
business skill sets and tools, and within best
practice and modern retail business guidelines.
The company will pursue its plans to maximize
sales while maintaining stable expenses to
position itself as a solid establishment in line
with progressive work practices and excellence
in retail business standards. We can assure our
investors that the management of the company
is focused on achieving profitability despite
the surrounding challenges. The opening of
Bravo 6 will signal a crucial starting point for the
achievement of profitability in 2015.
Ali Aggad
Chairman
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Trade and Distribution Sector

Palestine Automobile Company (PAC)
Founded in 1996 as a private shareholding company, and
acquired by APIC in 1998, Palestine Automobile Company
(PAC) is the sole distributor for the Hyundai Motor
Company’s entire line-up of passenger cars, trucks and
vans, in addition to Chrysler Group vehicles, which include
Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram. PAC’s guiding principle is
to provide its customers with top-notch services, achieved

through its large state-of-the-art service and parts facilities,
staffing them with qualified engineers and technicians in
order to guarantee customer satisfaction and increased
sales. PAC owns and operates four sales showrooms, four
service centers and three spare parts warehouses in major
Palestinian cities along with a group of authorized dealers
across Palestine.

In June 2014, Palestine Automobile Company’s
(PAC) Chrysler Group showroom and its service
center were inaugurated in Al-Bireh and went
on to exceed all sales expectations in the first six
-YEARS the distribution
months of operations. Obtaining
200,000km
rights for Chrysler branded
vehicles was a
M anufacturer Warranty
milestone achievement, allowing PAC to target
and cover a wider segment of the Palestinian
market. Within a short period of time, the iconic
Jeep brand has become one of the most sought
after in Palestine.

shareholding subsidiary, and signed agreements
with banks and leasing companies to activate
the Lease-to-Own program. This program
targets a larger group of customers, opens up
new sales channels and is expected to contribute
to growing revenue.

In other new model launches, the Hyundai i10
experienced substantial demand in the market,
becoming the leader in the city car segment since
its launch in the summer of 2014. In addition, the
ix35 and the Santa Fe continued to lead the SUV
market.

A strong belief in community alliances has always
been an integral part of PAC’s business ethos.
Accordingly, the company continues to support
Injaz in its developmental and social efforts with
the youth of Palestine.

7

During the second half of 2014, PAC established
the Arab Leasing Company, a new private

Despite the prevailing difficult circumstances
in Gaza, PAC continued distributing Hyundai
and Chrysler vehicles and providing after-sales
services in the area.

PAC will always strive to sustain its leading
position in Palestine as a provider of superior
quality cars and first-rate after-sale services.
Ayman Sonnoqrot
General Manager
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Trade and Distribution Sector

Medical Supplies and Services Company (MSS)
Founded in 1994 as a private shareholding company,
and acquired by APIC in 1998, Medical Supplies and
Services Company (MSS) has consistently maintained
its position as one of the top companies in its field. The
most diversified healthcare product supplier in Palestine,
it distributes pharmaceuticals, medical and laboratory
equipment, surgical and disposable items, and fastmoving consumer goods (FMCG) to pharmacies, private

hospitals, non-governmental organizations, the Ministry
of Health, and retail outlets. MSS is the sole distributor
and service provider for major multinationals including
GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi-Aventis, Merck Sharp & Dohme,
Abbott International, Eli Lilly, Beiersdorf (Nivea), Janssen,
Abbott Diabetes Care, Hitachi Aloka, Nihon Kohden,
B. Braun, Boehringer Ingelheim’s Pharmaton, Abbott
Diagnostics, and Trisa.

The economic conditions over the past year have
certainly been challenging, but growth in sales
and profit for Medical Supplies and Services
(MSS) has remained steady. The first half of 2014
witnessed another drop in pharmaceutical prices
and further delays with government tenders. In
the final quarter of the year, however, sales finally
took off, and MSS was able to achieve healthy
growth, maintaining its market leader position in
the healthcare sector in Palestine.
The results for 2014 reflect the strength of MSS.
Net sales grew by 10% to reach approximately
USD42.6 million, and net income climbed

slightly by 3%. The company’s approach is
to unlock potential and create opportunities
while remaining focused on boosting revenue
and broadening its portfolio of high quality
products. MSS continues to prioritize investment
in product superiority and in management
systems.
MSS will continue to strengthen its operations
and optimize its structure to better serve the
company’s greatest assets, its customers, while
maintaining a solid balance sheet and sustaining
its position as the most efficient provider of topquality healthcare products in Palestine.

Samer Kreitem
General Manager
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Trade and Distribution Sector

Unipal General Trading Company (Unipal)
Founded in 1994 as a private shareholding company and
acquired by APIC in 1998, Unipal General Trading Company
(Unipal) is by far the leading fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG) distributor in Palestine. The company possesses and
services sole distribution rights for major multinationals such
as Philip Morris International, Procter & Gamble, XL Energy,

Heinz, Kellogg’s, Siniora, Americana and other well-known
products. The company’s highly efficient distribution system
delivers leading quality products that fulfill the Palestinian
consumer’s needs. Unipal is able to effectively drive its
product portfolio to a leading market position in a short time
span due to its extensive distribution network of over 6,000
retail outlets throughout Palestine.

Once again, a steady market focus and
adherence to a proven operational strategy
have steered Unipal through a successful 2014.
The company takes great pride in its passion
and drive for success and continues to build
momentum as a market leader in the FMCG
sector. In 2014, the company achieved new
sales records of USD344 million with a 26%
growth over 2013, despite many economic and
market challenges.
With its strong brands, expansive retail network
and highly reliable customer services, Unipal
has maintained its position as the most trusted
FMCG distributor in Palestine. The company has
consistently developed its profitable growth
platforms through the continuous acquisition
of international brands, cost-cutting measures
and increased efficiency across all aspects of the
organization. Two major multinational brands,
Kellogg’s and Teeba/Almarai, entered the Unipal
portfolio in 2014, adding yet more strategic and
competitive value to its growth plans.
Unipal commenced the second phase of

construction on a food storage distribution
center, expanding the capacity of its existing
distribution center by 2,600 pallets. The new
distribution center is designed in accordance
with the company’s long-term capacity
projections of 8,100 pallets and is equipped
with state-of-the-art storage systems and
advanced warehouse management solutions.
Unipal has also implemented an enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system, the Balanced
Scorecard performance tool and a mobile
sales automation system to optimize business
expansion outcomes.
The company’s efforts in building capacity and
investing in human resources emanates from
its core values and beliefs in the professional
progress and personal enrichment of its
employees, who are the backbone of the
company.
Unipal’s commitment to its vision, employees
and consumers has propelled the company to its
leadership position, ensuring it remains resilient
and well-positioned for the future.
Imad Khoury
CEO
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Services Sector

Sky Advertising, Public Relations and Event Management Company (Sky)
Founded in 1996 as a private shareholding company, and
acquired by APIC in 2000, Sky is recognized as a pioneer
in advertising, public relations and event management in
Palestine, offering a full range of customized promotional
services designed to maximize client profiles in competitive
markets. Sky has a strategic relationship with M&C Saatchi,

one of the largest advertising companies in the region. Aiming
to enhance the role of clients in the market, the company
employs staff specialized in various essential creative areas
that encompass graphic design and printing, public relations,
event management, promotion, media, outdoor advertising
and digital communications.

Despite the extraordinary political circumstances
in Palestine and the region as well as the
vulnerable economic situation within the
Palestinian governorates after the Israeli war
on Gaza, Sky was able to maintain a cohesive
and consistent performance in 2014. Sky’s
total revenues for 2014 amounted to USD5.595
million, marking positive indicators and good
earnings.
In terms of the company’s development and
expansion strategy for the advertising sector
in 2014, Sky began the installation of a wide
network of LED panels in Palestine, with the
second phase of the project due for completion
in the near future.
In order to introduce to the market the latest
technological developments in the arena of
communications, Sky has created a specialized
unit for digital advertising and social media
platforms. This unit is responsible for the

production of diversified packages of electronic
services, such as the construction and
administration of web pages, social websites and
e-marketing. As a result, Sky signed agreements
with two major commercial companies in
Palestine for the creation and administration
of their online platforms. The company has also
integrated these services in tandem with its
media and advertising campaign packages in
various other projects.
Sky’s advertising services continue to flourish,
and in an industry landscape characterized by
the accelerated development of information and
communication products, Sky will continue to
expand and diversify its services and products to
meet any future challenges.
Sky prioritizes the professional development of
its employees, and its focus on optimum service
and product support has earned it the trust,
loyalty and satisfaction of its customers.

Nader Maree
General Manager
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Efficient Role and Lasting Commitment
At APIC, corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a company-wide strategic priority, radiating from the belief in
the importance of building trust, value and respect among its customers, business partners, employees and the
community at large. To this end, APIC and its subsidiaries interact with the communities in which they operate
through active participation with charities, educational institutions and in cultural and public events.
Although there is no formal corporate social responsibility policy within APIC, the company directs its support
towards the education sector, as well as supporting youth, entrepreneurship, children in need and disaster relief.
Donations in 2014 totaled approximately USD500,000.
Educational support and youth empowerment are two pillars of APIC’s CSR program. Accordingly, the company
has established a fund at King’s Academy in Jordan, awarding grants to distinguished students from Palestine.
APIC also signed an exclusive sponsorship agreement with the Palestine Exchange (PEX) to support the Stock
Simulation Program that is steered towards university students in Palestine to leverage their practical skills and
enhance their financial competence in stock trading in an environment that simulates trading at PEX. In addition,
each year APIC awards a full four-year scholarship at a Jordanian or Palestinian university to the highest scoring
Tawjihi student among the children of its employees.
Since 2007, APIC has supported Injaz Palestine through donations and volunteers among its employees.
APIC supports organizations that increase the public’s understanding worldwide of the socio-economic, political
and cultural aspects of Palestine in order to boost equal rights and freedom for Palestinians. To this end, APIC
supports the Institute for Middle East Understanding and the Palestinian Christian Alliance for Peace.
On the humanitarian level, APIC supported families in Gaza with food, shelter and health kits in cooperation
with CHF International following the brutal Israeli war. It also supports SOS Children’s Villages International in
Bethlehem.
Furthermore, APIC is the main sponsor of Al-Am’ary Youth Center. APIC supports entrepreneurship throughout
Palestine, and is an active patron of the Gaza Sky Geeks Accelerator program.
APIC actively promotes CSR by providing its communities with healthy career opportunities and its employees
with a dynamic, safe and challenging work environment. As part of its corporate incentive program, APIC’s CEO
Award is presented annually to exceptional employees from each of its subsidiaries who demonstrate creativity
and innovation.
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Total Revenues (2009-2014)

)2014-2009( إجمالي إيرادات أيبك خالل الفترة
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Financial Performance 2014
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Total Revenues (2008 – 2013)

The growth of the company’s revenue can be attributed to the ongoing expansion in the activities of its
subsidiaries through contracts for the distribution of new products and the maximization of its market-leading
shares to lay the foundation for solid and sustainable growth.
Operational and administrative expenses were marked by a significant increase over last year due to unfavorable
currency exchange rates to the US dollar, the difficult operating conditions of Unipal Central and West Africa as
well as expenses for new projects. Despite this, the overall net results of the group in 2014 witnessed a growth
of 3.3% over 2013, with a net profit after tax of USD11.347 million, including the rights of minority shares.
APIC’s share (net profit attributed to APIC’s shareholders) amounted to USD8.179 million, with an increase of
3.3% compared to the net profit of the company’s shareholders in 2013.
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Financial performance in 2014 witnessed relative growth over 2013 and previous years. Total revenue in 2014
amounted to USD536,155 million, achieving a growth of 20.6% compared to last year. The group’s distribution
services continued to lead total revenue.
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Balance Sheet
Total assets at the end of 2014 amounted to USD250.91 million, an increase of 5.8% over 2013, of which current
assets amounted to USD149.4 million, with an increase of 4.4% over 2013.
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APIC’s working capital amounted to USD45.7 million at the end of 2014, compared to USD40.73 million in 2013.
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Bank borrowings rose by 3.9% in 2014, amounting to USD82.16 million, as opposed to USD79.04 million in 2013.
Shareholder equity, including minority shares, grew by 11.1% in 2014, amounting to USD103.6 million, while net
shareholder equity, excluding minority shares, amounted to USD77.7 million.
The following graphs demonstrate the development of revenue as well as different profit margins and ratios
achieved between 2009 and 2014.
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The graphs below demonstrate total assets and net shareholder equity (2009 – 2014).
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In February 2015, APIC disclosed its consolidated financial statements for the year 2014 before audit. No major
discrepancies were found after the completion of auditing; the following amendments and classifications were
made to the financial statements:
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Income Statement
• Overall revenue was 1.7% lower than initially disclosed following the settlement of intercompany commercial
transactions within the group’s subsidiaries.
• Consolidated net profit, including minority share, was USD136,300 higher than initially disclosed. This was
largely due to the settlement of delayed tax assets and other tax provisions.

Balance Sheet

100,000

80,000

Discrepancy Between Initial Disclosure and Final Audited Results

• Some items were reclassified in the balance sheet as per the classifications prepared by the auditors.
• The additional subscribed capital by shareholders’ of Unipal Central and West Africa in December was not
included as the adoption and documentation of this increase by the company controller were completed
and filed in January 2015. This resulted in the listing of the additional subscribed capital in this company
under other payables and led to the appearance of a decrease in the total value of the minority share under
shareholder equity.
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The following graph demonstrates the company’s book value per share (2009 – 2014).
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